
 
 

LTP – May 23 

Warm Up 

Coaches, feel free to warm up your team prior to the beginning of centres. At 6:30 I will do a welcome to 

everyone, conduct a quick warm up as a whole division (jumping jacks, stretching, etc), and then begin 

the centres. 

 

Station 1 - Throwing and Catching 

Orange – Red Humane Society begins here (2nd Base Diamond for the game) 

Green – Green Wildlife begins here (1st Base Diamond for the game – HOME TEAM) 

 

Equipment - 1 rubbery hard ball for each 2 children LTP Reference - Pgs 75 - 77 

Skill Addressed - proper throwing, proper catching 

Show the children the proper way to throw, emphasizing only: pulling the throwing hand all the way 

back, pointing with the glove hand where they want to throw, and taking a step with the foot under the 

glove hand as they thrown. Show the catcher to stand with their glove held out in front of them as a 

target for their partner, with the fingers pointing up. 

Pair up the children, ensure they are not standing too far apart (should not be throwing pop flies) and 

begin the game. Challenge the partners to see how many they can catch without dropping one. Adults 

emphasize proper mechanics. No person should throw a ball until the partner is in ready position. 

(Facing the thrower, holding the glove hand out toward the thrower.) 

 

Station 2 – Batting from a Tee 

Orange – Blue Humane Society begins here (3rd Base Diamond for the game – HOME TEAM) 

Green – Purple Humane Society begins here (1st Base Diamond for the game) 

 

Equipment - Batting Tees, Bats, Incrediballs LTP Reference - Pgs 81 - 82 

Skill Addressed - Gripping the bat properly, swinging through the ball, watching the ball, having care 

when holding a bat.  

There are lots of small skills involved in swinging a bat properly. To begin with we want simply to ensure 

that the girls grip the bat properly (“knocking knuckles” lined up), watch the ball the whole time that 

they are swinging and swing completely through the ball, not stopping at the ball. Coaches should also 

emphasize not swinging the bat around simply because you are holding it (since you could hit someone) 

and not standing near someone who is holding a bat. 

The girls get a few tries at batting with a parent being out in front throwing the balls back in. They then 

go to the back of the line, giving the helmet to the next person if there are not enough helmets for 

everyone. 

Please make sure that the next person in line is far enough back that there is no chance to get hit by the 

swinging bat. Maybe put something like a ball glove on the ground as a marker for the beginning of the 

line. 
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Station 3 – One Base Softball 

Orange – Orange Wildlife begins here (3rd Base Diamond for the game) 

Green – Grey Wildlife begins here (2nd Base Diamond for the game – HOME TEAM) 

 

Equipment - Bases set up, one tee, bat, 10” pink ball 

Skill Addressed – hitting, running, throwing 

Tell the girls that you will be playing a slightly different type of ball. Instead of running all around the 

bases they will just run to first base. Make sure they know that this is not the regular way to play 

softball. 

Split the girls into two teams. Line one up behind home plate and place the other in the infield of the 

diamond. Since they are going to take turns at home plate it would be a good idea to have them wear 

their helmets to save time when it is their turn.  

Place an adult just beyond First Base. The first person in line behind Home Plate will be the first 

“batter”. She throws the ball into the infield and runs to AND THROUGH first base, until she gives the 

parent a High-Five. When you demonstrate, let the girls know that First Base is unusual because you can 

run through it. Every other base you have to stick to like glue when you run to it. If you don’t slow down 

until AFTER you hit First Base, you will get there as quickly as possible. 

When the ball is thrown the fielders will field the ball and throw it to the adult on First Base, trying to 

beat the runner. Have the “batters” stand off to the side by the parent until one mini-team has batted. 

Then line up the fielders behind Home Plate and put the “batters” into the field. 

You probably won’t get through the whole team up to bat, but this station will run again next week. You 

may wish to keep track of who bats this week (maybe by going according to jersey #) so that you can 

have the others begin next week. 

 


